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Executive Summary

The Military Credentialing Advancement Initiative (MCAI) sought to improve how civilian education and training programs recognize military learning – an important task, as service members demonstrate high standards of proficiency in their training and occupational experiences. Four MCAI grantees (Indiana Wesleyan University, the Kansas Board of Regents, Lone Star College, and the Utility Workers Union of America) – all with extensive experience awarding credit for prior learning to support service members – worked to scale and systematize the mapping of military learning to civilian postsecondary and industry programs and credentials. They used technical assistance provided by Solutions for Information Design (SOLID), and grant funding provided by Lumina Foundation, Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, and Greater Texas Foundation to build 43 pathways from four military occupational areas (combined personnel and administration, food service, supply administration, and warehouse and equipment handling) to civilian credentials and training programs. The decision to focus on these four occupational areas was an equity-first design choice, as more than half of service members in these military occupations identify as Black, Hispanic, or Native American.

This Scaling Guide outlines three cases for approaching the mapping of military-to-civilian learning: a postsecondary system-level approach, an institutional approach, and through an industry training organization. These cases point to three important lessons for scale and systematization:

- First, faculty ownership of the mapping process is essential as it leverages subject matter experts to review military competencies for occupational specialties.
- Second, a supportive policy environment is necessary to facilitate and incentivize systematic processes over ad-hoc practices.
- Third, executive-level leadership and support creates expectations and accountability for the scaling and systematization of mapping military-to-civilian learning.

As postsecondary systems, institutions, and training organizations look to take responsibility for supporting service members by scaling and systematizing the mapping of military-to-civilian learning, this guide offers three recommendations:

1. Organizations should develop the necessary infrastructure that facilitates the systematic awarding of credit for prior military learning (e.g., Kansas’ Military Articulation Portal or SOLID’s proof-of-concept Learner Credit Analysis Tool).
2. Organizations should clarify policy requirements and remove policy barriers at the state and local levels to ensure that maximum credits or waivers are awarded for military learning.
3. Organizations should involve military and faculty subject matter experts strategically by leveraging resources that detail military learning to expedite the mapping process; faculty are key to ensuring credibility for the process of awarding credit for military learning.
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Military Learning is Not Adequately Recognized in Civilian Education and Training Programs

Veterans, active-duty personnel, reservists, and National Guard “service members” represent 6% of enrolled undergraduates, or almost 1.2 million students. These students are a much-sought-after student population, bringing billions of dollars in education benefits with them to colleges and universities. Service members also bring considerable skills and experiences gained from years of military service and training. These two facts alone should bode well for service members’ academic success, since financial resources and academic preparedness have been shown repeatedly to improve college outcomes.

A recent report from Student Veterans of America using data from the National Student Clearinghouse found a 53.6% degree-completion rate for student veterans, which is comparable to the rate of 52.9% for non-veteran students. Data from the Institute for Education Sciences’ Beginning Postsecondary Students (BPS) survey show the six-year graduation rate for student veterans 25 years of age and older is 41.7% compared with 38.1% for non-veterans.

These modest results raise an important question about institutional responsibility: If service members enroll in college with the financial resources and skills needed to earn civilian credentials, why aren’t they completing programs at much higher rates than non-military students? Prior research points to several institutional policies – such as credit transfer, financial aid, and housing – that may affect veterans enrolling in and completing a college degree. One specific reason that veterans are not completing college at much higher rates is that colleges, universities, and training organizations don’t adequately recognize the military skills and experiences that service members bring with them.

There are many practices colleges and universities use to award credit for prior learning to service members. These practices are often tedious and time-consuming for all involved, requiring service members, faculty, and administrators to review military exit paperwork and existing course mappings on a case-by-case basis. Also, service members may be required to prepare a portfolio to demonstrate their learning outside higher education. The core problem with these practices is they place the burden of receiving credit on the service members themselves as they transition from military to civilian life. They also reinforce ad hoc, inconsistent methods for awarding prior-learning credit – methods based on the decisions of individual faculty, staff, and administrators.
Most policies and practices that guide the awarding of credit for prior military learning are based on a lack of knowledge about the quality and standardization of learning within military occupational specialties.

While the learning that service members experience certainly varies across the six branches of the military, there is little variation in skills proficiency for service members in military occupational specialties at each rank. That is to say, student veterans with a similar branch, occupational specialty, and rank bring a common set of skills and competencies when they enroll, regardless of where they were stationed. For example, two Army veterans who worked in warehousing and equipment as Cargo Specialists with a rank of E4 have a similar set of skills and competencies.

Moreover, the service members’ skills and experiences must meet a higher quality standard within the military than within most colleges and universities. In the military, service members must demonstrate 80% proficiency on skills and competencies to work in a specific occupational specialty, and for these competencies to appear on their military documentation. In contrast, colleges and universities commonly award credit to students who receive a grade of a D (65%) or better in their courses. Since the threshold for quality learning is higher in the military, and since the skills and competencies demonstrated by service members are standardized across all occupational specialties by rank and by branch, the need to review and validate military learning for each service member who enrolls in college is both wasteful and inequitable.

- DeAndrea Stuart,
  former Project Program Coordinator
  at Lone Star College & retired Army Logistician
The military, like many complex organizations, uses acronyms and terms that may be unfamiliar to external audiences. Here are a few terms used often in this guide and what they mean in the civilian education sector:

• **Service member**: This is a term used to describe full-time and part-time members of the military as well as veterans who have been honorably discharged and are no longer serving.

• **Branch**: The military has six branches that are the largest, and most general, grouping of service members. These branches are: Air Force, Army, Coast Guard, Navy, Marine Corps, and Space Force. All branches except the Space Force have full-time (i.e., active-duty) and part-time (i.e., National Guard and Reserve) components. Putting this in an education context, serving in the military is akin to working in education, whereas serving in the Army vs. the Air Force is akin to working in higher education vs. K-12 education.

• **Occupational Area**: Occupational areas are groupings of similar jobs within the branches of the military and are often found in multiple branches. The four occupational areas focused on for the MCAI grant are combined personnel and administration, food service, supply administration, and warehouse and equipment handling. In an education context, distinct occupational areas are faculty member or instructor vs. student support staff vs. administration or college operations.

• **Occupational Specialty**: Occupational specialty is the actual job within an occupational area. Occupational specialties are called different things within different branches (e.g., Army-MOS Military Occupational Specialty; Navy-Rating; Air Force-AFSC Air Force Specialty Code). However, within branch and specialty, all service members have completed the same training and military education and are working in that specialty. In higher education, an occupational specialty would compare to a more specific role such as a member of the biology faculty, a registrar, or a custodian.

• **Rank**: In its simplest form, rank equates to the pay a servicemember receives, and rank increases with a service member’s years of service and experience. Rank usually falls into two categories – “Enlisted” and “Officer” – and ranges from Enlisted 1-9 and Officer 1-10, with 1 being the lowest rank (e.g., E1, E2, …E9; O1, O2, …O10). Enlisted service members make up most of the military, and they carry out orders. Officers manage enlisted service members and give orders. One must have a bachelor’s degree before becoming an officer, though many enlisted service members also have postsecondary credentials.

• **JST, CCAF, DD214**: These types of official military documentation outline service members’ military training and details about their time in service. JST: Joint Services Transcript (Army, Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard); CCAF: Community College of the Air Force (Air Force and Space Force); DD form 214: Service members’ proof of military service issued after release or discharge from the military.
The Military Credentialing Advancement Initiative (MCAI) was an effort to demonstrate how this scale and systemization can happen. It provides a roadmap for institutions to ensure that military-based learning can count toward high-quality civilian credentials. Launched in August 2020, MCAI supported a leading training organization, two postsecondary institutions, and a state postsecondary system – each with a history of supporting service members in earning civilian credentials and gaining employment – to systematize and scale their processes for awarding prior-learning credit to service members.

MCAI was designed as an equity-first project. Grantees were required to focus on at least one of four military occupational areas in which more than half of service members identify as Black, Hispanic, or Native American. In 2019, these occupational areas included more than 170,000 active-duty personnel and reservists, and almost 25,000 veterans. These nearly 200,000 service members held many occupational specialties, including human resource specialist, culinary or food service specialist, logistics plan manager, material manager, cargo specialist, inventory management specialist, and packaging specialist.

The goal for MCAI was for grantees to map military occupational competencies to their postsecondary courses and training programs, thereby creating infrastructure and capacity to systematically award credit for prior learning to any service member who enrolled from one of these occupational specialties. In other words, neither individual service members nor individual faculty, staff, or administrators would need to validate prior-learning credits on a case-by-case basis. Rather, the policies and practices for awarding such credit would be automated and systematized across these (and potentially additional) occupational specialties. This would shift the onus for the recognition of military learning from the individual to the institution, organization, or system.

Through the MCAI project, grantees made meaningful progress toward scaling and systematizing programs that recognize military learning, mapping competencies to 43 academic or training programs leading to credentials, and as of Fall 2021, all 43 programs were available for service members to enroll. Mapping competencies to bachelor’s degree programs was most common, followed by associate degrees, industry certifications, and certificate programs. Of the 43 new and existing programs, more than 70% mapped to the supply administration occupational area, followed by...
60% for combined personnel and administration, 49% for warehouse and equipment handling, and 42% for food service. Well more than half (58%) of the programs mapped to two or more occupational areas. By mapping occupational areas that are overrepresented by people of color, more equitable credentialing opportunities were made available to Black, Hispanic, and Native American service members. For postsecondary programs that were mapped, service members could be awarded between six and 60 credits for their military learning. On average, the award was 22 credits – more than a full-time semester’s worth. Clearly, this approach can accelerate service members’ time to complete credentials and reduce redundant learning.

The MCAI project was an initiative of Lumina Foundation to create high-quality military-to-civilian pathways that are designed with scale in mind. The project had two main aims:

1. To articulate and expand pathways that recognize military-to-civilian learning (scale).

2. To systematize competency mapping and thus shift the onus of awarding credit for prior military learning from service members to institutions and training organizations.

Four grantees participated: Indiana Wesleyan University, the Kansas Board of Regents, Lone Star College, and the Utility Workers Union of America. They used funds from Lumina Foundation, Rockefeller Philanthropy Advisors, and Greater Texas Foundation to build pathways from four military occupational areas (combined personnel and administration, food service, supply administration, and warehouse and equipment handling) to civilian credential and training programs.

Solutions for Information Design, LLC (SOLID) provided technical assistance to support the grantees’ work toward scale and systematization. As experts in occupational analysis related to civilian credentialing for military service members, SOLID cultivated competency and task statement libraries based on the four military occupational areas and supported the grantees in using these resources to map military-to-civilian learning. SOLID also connected grantees to military occupation and training manuals and training syllabi. In curating these materials, SOLID provided grantees with resources that are not publicly available (see Appendix A for more detail). SOLID also piloted its Learner Credit Analysis Tool (LCAT) with grantees, which is intended to “streamline the equitable application of credit for military-based learning.” LCAT is searchable portal, customized for individual institutions, training organizations, or state systems to map military competencies to civilian credentials.

To document progress and share insights from grantees, Ascendium Education Group supported a learning evaluation led by DVP-PRAXIS LTD. This Scaling Guide is a product of that work.
Once you begin working on credit for prior military learning, you realize how sophisticated military teaching and learning methods really are. Resources the military has for state-of-the-art training and equipment are often second to none. Interestingly enough, military trainers often have the same level of education as their college faculty peers – and their field experience may be superior.

Just as important, when an entity like the American Council on Education sends evaluators to compare military training with college-level coursework, those evaluators are faculty who teach for an accredited college or university – in the field being analyzed. So, when learning equivalencies are recommended by those faculty, they’re saying that the credits for military training should be granted for coursework in the major – instead of being tossed into an ‘electives bucket.’

Regarding the granting of waivers for employer training, the intensive work of mapping military training to industry training can be considered valid as well. Whether credits or waivers are recommended, industry trainer(s) will have access to the mapping procedures and curricula – and can validate for themselves, the equivalencies. Onsite ability tests can also be conducted to verify a service member’s mastery of the topic (welding, construction, electrical work, water technologies, etc.)

Our goal is to assure college educators and industry trainers that the service members coming to them are not only familiar with the topic at hand – but may be so experienced in it, that requiring them to enter through the ‘beginner’s door’ can create costly and unnecessary redundancy in training for the schools and employers, as well as service members. As the work of mapping sheds light on those redundancies, we hope to help employers fill critical positions more quickly and facilitate service members’ appropriate placement on the civilian pay scale.

- Marjorie Price,
US Army Veteran and Credit for Prior Learning Consultant for UWUA Power for America
Case 1 – The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR) reflects a system-driven approach. In its governance role, KBOR sets policies for how credits and credentials are awarded across the state’s two-year and four-year public colleges and universities. KBOR can operate at scale by cultivating statewide resources for the mapping process. It can encourage coordination between community and technical colleges and universities, and it can leverage statewide transfer articulation agreements and prior work by community and technical colleges to map credits for military learning. KBOR joined MCAI with a level of systemization across community and technical colleges through its Military Articulation Portal – a significant asset that facilitates the awarding of credits for prior learning to service members across the state based on military occupational specialties.

Case 2 – Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU) and Lone Star College (LSC) reflects an institution driven approach. The work of these two colleges is supported by strong institutional and executive-level commitments that are crucial for mapping military learning to college programs. IWU leveraged an earlier experience creating the Associate of Science in Public Service and Management Degree – a credential for which service members and veterans can be awarded up to 45 prior-learning credits – to create four new pathways. LSC built on earlier efforts – and created more than 60 course alignments – to map military competencies to an Associate in Applied Science Degree in Logistics Management and to expand the work to a Business Administration Degree. In both cases, faculty played a central role in the mapping process, with organizations tapping the subject matter expertise of faculty when implementing changes in policy and practice related to curriculum.

Case 3 – Utility Workers Union of America (UWUA) reflects an approach tailored for a customized training program that guarantees program completers a job with a local employer. The Utility Worker Military Assistance Program (UMAP) enrolls service members from all military occupational areas. Enrollees are not required to demonstrate what they have learned, and service members earn college credits through UWUA’s partnership with Kennedy King College in Chicago. UWUA found considerable alignment between seemingly disparate military occupations such as food service and human resources, and the competencies required to work in the gas industry. UWUA is an example of a training organization partnering with a local community college and an employer to facilitate the awarding of credits, thus helping service members earn credentials and gain employment while helping fill an industry need.
A System-level Approach to Recognizing Military Learning

The Kansas Board of Regents (KBOR) can recognize military learning at a system level, which means its organizational policies and processes influence actions across all of the state’s public two-year and four-year colleges and universities. Working through a system can accelerate scale and systemization for crediting military learning; however, leadership and ownership at the institutional level is vital to the success of a system-level approach. Although KBOR governs the public universities, these institutions have local control over awarding credit for prior learning.

We had to reassure the colleges and universities that the military service members are getting their learning at a certain level. In the military it is different than in higher education. In the military you have to have an 80% to pass the training, and then service members have actual work experience using that training. So that was an ‘aha’ moment for our institutions.

- April Henry,
  Director of Workforce Development
  at the Kansas Board of Regents

Kansas Board of Regents Background

KBOR is the state board that governs the public four-year universities and is the convening body for the public two-year community and technical colleges in Kansas. KBOR has a long history of providing resources to military service members, in part because of the concentration of major military bases in the state across branches and because more than 9% of adults in Kansas are veterans.

In 2015, KBOR implemented statewide policies designed to better meet the educational and employment needs of service members. The policies focused on establishing Kansas residency, awarding financial aid for service members, and mapping military training to college credit. An important result of this effort, which initially focused on community and technical colleges, was the creation of a statewide infrastructure known as the Military Articulation Portal. This systemwide resource provides transparency for service members and for colleges about credits that can be awarded for civilian courses and where these courses are offered (i.e., at which institutions in Kansas). Through the MCAI grant, KBOR expanded this infrastructure for mapping military pathways to the state’s four-year institutions.
Through the MCAI grant, Kansas’ seven universities mapped military skills and experiences to civilian programs, primarily within business programs such as management and administration, and a few in general studies, culinary, or workforce development programs. Military occupational competencies were mapped to certificate, associate, and bachelor’s degree programs. Institutions that mapped certificate and associate degree programs also embedded these within higher-level credentials (i.e., certificates were embedded within an associate degree; associate degrees were embedded within a bachelor’s degree).

A key feature of KBOR’s work during MCAI was that universities were asked to partner with a Kansas community or technical college that had previously mapped military-to-civilian learning. To reinforce that this mapping process continued existing policies and practices, the system referenced current statewide transfer agreements for community and technical college credit to transfer to the four-year universities, including credit awarded for military learning. University program leads in Kansas indicated that they successfully navigated the transfer process with their partner community college during MCAI. Although transfer agreements also exist among four-year universities in Kansas, university program leads indicated lower engagement in the articulation process with peer four-year universities during MCAI.

KBOR leveraged its experience from implementing the Military Articulation Portal with the community and technical colleges and provided resources to the universities. These resources included the ACE Military Guide evaluations and through their relationships with military training schools, KBOR was able to gather military occupation and training manuals and training syllabi. In general, many of these manuals and syllabi are not publicly available and KBOR relied on SOLID to supplement these materials and to provide occupational task and competency statements. KBOR experienced some obstacles in the mapping process. In some cases, faculty misunderstood the quality of military learning. In others, concerns over accreditation led to inconsistent acceptance of transfer credit for military learning. KBOR convened faculty, military, and policy subject matter experts to address these issues.

“Our Military Articulation Portal was built with community and technical colleges with the intention that the four-year universities could hop right on. We did that not by assigning credit in chunks but rather by specific courses in programs. This enabled us to upscale to the universities so when they added a program of theirs, they could easily connect coursework to military credit. I like the way it unfolded and worked; now what we have with the portal is that it is accessible to service members.

- Tobias Wood,
  Associate Director Career Technical Education
  at the Kansas Board of Regents and an Army Reservist

Mapping Military-to-Civilian Learning in Kansas through MCAI

Through the MCAI grant, Kansas’ seven universities mapped military skills and experiences to civilian programs, primarily within business programs such as management and administration, and a few in general studies, culinary, or workforce development programs. Military occupational competencies were mapped to certificate, associate, and bachelor’s degree programs. Institutions that mapped certificate and associate degree programs also embedded these within higher-level credentials (i.e., certificates were embedded within an associate degree; associate degrees were embedded within a bachelor’s degree).

A key feature of KBOR’s work during MCAI was that universities were asked to partner with a Kansas community or technical college that had previously mapped military-to-civilian learning. To reinforce that this mapping process continued existing policies and practices, the system referenced current statewide transfer agreements for community and technical college credit to transfer to the four-year universities, including credit awarded for military learning. University program leads in Kansas indicated that they successfully navigated the transfer process with their partner community college during MCAI. Although transfer agreements also exist among four-year universities in Kansas, university program leads indicated lower engagement in the articulation process with peer four-year universities during MCAI.

KBOR leveraged its experience from implementing the Military Articulation Portal with the community and technical colleges and provided resources to the universities. These resources included the ACE Military Guide evaluations and through their relationships with military training schools, KBOR was able to gather military occupation and training manuals and training syllabi. In general, many of these manuals and syllabi are not publicly available and KBOR relied on SOLID to supplement these materials and to provide occupational task and competency statements. KBOR experienced some obstacles in the mapping process. In some cases, faculty misunderstood the quality of military learning. In others, concerns over accreditation led to inconsistent acceptance of transfer credit for military learning. KBOR convened faculty, military, and policy subject matter experts to address these issues.
Below are the steps taken in Kansas to map military-to-civilian learning at the state level, and the important considerations for each step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mapping Steps</th>
<th>Important Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>01</strong> KBOR cultivated resources related to military learning: KBOR built a</td>
<td>By curating these resources on behalf of the colleges and universities, the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resource library comprising ACE Military Guide evaluations, military</td>
<td>reduced institutional burden. KBOR staff believe that this allowed institutions to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>occupation and training manuals, training syllabi, and occupational task and</td>
<td>move more quickly through the mapping process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>competency statements. KBOR made these materials available to teams at the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>universities tasked with mapping the military training and experience of service</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>members to courses at their institution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>02</strong> University program leads compared military learning to course and</td>
<td>KBOR and institutional staff reported that it is essential to ensure that military-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>program learning outcomes and recommended course-specific credits to be</td>
<td>affiliated faculty are involved in mapping. These faculty have the background knowledge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>awarded: Institutional teams compared or crosswalked the military learning,</td>
<td>to translate what military training is equivalent to college coursework. Their expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primarily from military occupation and training manuals and from training</td>
<td>is especially important in clarifying how military learning relates to general education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>syllabi, to course- and program-level student learning outcomes. This process</td>
<td>rather than to specific programs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yielded a set of recommended course-specific credits that could be awarded,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>which were forwarded to institutional faculty subject matter experts who were</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>often military affiliated themselves.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>03</strong> KBOR convened and facilitated panels of military trainers and faculty</td>
<td>KBOR staff and university faculty emphasized that it is critical to talk with faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subject matter experts for each military occupation to discuss quality of</td>
<td>and military subject matter experts about the quality and quantity of learning on both</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>learning: KBOR leveraged its resources to facilitate occupation-specific panels</td>
<td>sides of the learning equation (military and college). This can help ensure that</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of military trainers and college faculty subject matter experts to discuss</td>
<td>academic standards are upheld and that military students are prepared for subsequent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the quality of learning in the military and how it compares to college learning.</td>
<td>coursework.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>04</strong> KBOR set policy guidance for specific-course credit to be awarded based</td>
<td>The Military Articulation Portal codifies what faculty have already approved and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on prior military learning: Ultimately, college faculty in Kansas decided</td>
<td>provides transparency around the credit a servicemember will receive based on their JST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>what college credit to award. However, KBOR advised that credit awarded</td>
<td>or CCAF, military occupation, and military rank. This infrastructure gives credibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>should fulfill specific course requirements and not articulate as elective</td>
<td>to the mapping process and reinforces that quality standards are met.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>credit. It also said that if course credit is awarded in one program area or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>college, then it should be awarded across the board.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One of the important things [to our mapping process was] using the military members within the faculty because military faculty recognize service members’ credentials and experience as learning. Those individuals were very honest as well. For example, leadership was tossed around [as a criterion for awarding credit], and a military faculty (member) said: “You have to be careful because military uses leadership with everything, and it doesn’t [always] mean the same as [the competencies in] our leadership program.”

- Sheila Markowitz,
  Registrar at Emporia University in Kansas

**Key Strategies**

In addition to the Military Articulation Portal, key strategies that KBOR leveraged included:

- Policy and guidelines governing credit for prior learning.
- System-level capacity to help institutions navigate accreditation.

KBOR’s position as a statewide educational system allows it to leverage policies and other strategies to support colleges in mapping military-to-civilian learning. Through its “Kansas Credit for Prior Learning Guidelines” and “Kansas Board of Regent Credit for Prior Learning Policy,” the board sets expectations that colleges establish residence credit requirements (i.e., the minimum number of credits that must be completed at the credential-granting institution); defines how military credit for prior learning can be earned; outlines how credit for prior learning should transfer with a student; and sets standards for clearly communicating the process to students.

During MCAI, KBOR created system-level capacity by designating a staff member to work with colleges and universities to remove policy barriers and clarify accreditation requirements. This system administrator helped demystify state policy on accreditation, thus streamlining the awarding of credit for military learning by institutions across the state.

**Moving Forward**

KBOR had notable success in mapping military-to-civilian learning and can scale its efforts by expanding mapping to additional military occupations. The Military Articulation Portal is an exemplary tool that provides infrastructure for the systematization of awarding course credit to service members. The process by which credits are awarded in Kansas could be further improved and the burden on students reduced by automatically awarding credit at the institution level if, while applying for enrollment, service members provide their occupational specialty, branch, and rank.

Although many colleges in Kansas said they considered jobs and wages when deciding which programs to map, programs in the state do not routinely connect military students directly to in-demand and high-wage jobs. Leveraging its statewide influence, KBOR could help create formal partnerships that guarantee jobs for service members who complete degree programs. It also could prioritize mapping of credits to programs that align with these high-demand jobs and industries in areas where employers commit to hiring credential earners.
The Higher Learning Commission (HLC), the accreditation body for Kansas, allows up to 45 credits to be awarded to service members at a community or technical college based on their military skills and experiences, and up to 90 credits at a university. Specifically, HLC establishes:

- “That 30 of 120 credits for a bachelor’s degree and 15 of 60 credits for an associate degree be earned at the institution itself.”
- “That institutions have clear policies on their maximum allowable credit for prior learning as a reasonable proportion of credits required to complete the students’ program.”
- “And that credit awarded for prior learning is documented, evaluated, and appropriate for the level of degree awarded (which does not apply to credit transferred from other institutions).”

HLC is more specific than other major accreditation agencies (e.g., it quantifies the minimum number of credits that must be awarded by the credential-granting institution). However, the other major accreditation agencies have similar policies requiring institutions to establish consistent policies and ensure the quality of credit accepted (see SACSCOC and MSCHE). Helping institutional teams know and understand the limiting factors related to accreditation can help smooth the process of awarding credit for prior learning.
An Institutional Approach to Recognizing Military Learning

Indiana Wesleyan University and Lone Star College represent institution-level cases of mapping military learning to college credit. Even when mapping is approached at a system level, the institution is where service members are awarded credits and earn credentials for employment. As accredited institutions that award credits and credentials, colleges can vastly improve military students’ civilian educational journeys by formally acknowledging the skills and experiences they have already demonstrated.

Case 2

Institutional Backgrounds

Indiana Wesleyan University (IWU) is a private, nonprofit, Christian, comprehensive institution located in Marion, Indiana. IWU enrolls over 13,000 students, 10,000 of whom are students through IWU’s national global online campus that offers accelerated pathways to postsecondary credentials. The online nature of IWU’s degree programs allows them to reach service members regardless of location. Prior to MCAI, IWU built a military-specific Associate of Science in Public Service and Management using a “bucket design,” where blocks of military learning were applied to blocks of credit in this degree. This approach gave IWU greater flexibility in awarding credit for military learning because it was not limited by a course-to-course articulation.

Lone Star College (LSC) in Texas is a large, public, community college district with seven campuses and more than 10 smaller sites spread across the greater Houston area. It enrolls more than 85,000 students. While LSC’s service area does not include military bases, it maintains strong relationships with several of the largest military installations in the United States so that it can help service members in their educational pursuits. These relationships position LSC well to serve service members’ needs for postsecondary education. Prior to MCAI, LSC had mapped military learning to several courses based on the military branch and occupations of its enrolled service members. For example, due to its connections with medical training facilities at Joint Base San Antonio, LSC had already mapped military learning to health care degrees such as nursing and dental hygiene.

You need an interpreter on the staff side to explain how to map programs. We had a military person (me) on the staff side and a faculty liaison from the curriculum team. Being paired together worked perfectly. It started the dialogue, it gives credibility to the mapping, and the program ends up in a language that faculty understands.

- Mark Murrill, MCAI Instructional Designer at Lone Star College and military veteran

At IWU, awarding credit for military-based learning to meet core requirements, not just electives, was made possible through access to military occupational training documentation, which provided clear evidence to faculty that service members have the college-level competency they need to earn their degree without repeated coursework.

- Deanna Bowman, Project Manager at Indiana Wesleyan University
Mapping Military-to-Civilian Learning at IWU & LSC through MCAI

Through MCAI, IWU and LSC sought to map military learning to specific degree programs based on the four occupational areas designated in the grant. The initiative’s equity-first approach was a shift for the colleges, which had previously mapped military occupations based on individual student enrollments. In MCAI, they proactively mapped the military occupations which had the largest representation of Black, Hispanic, and Native American service members.

IWU and LSC used market research – informed by Emsi data on projected job growth and high-value careers – to select the degree programs to which they mapped military learning. Staff at these institutions also indicated that programs leading to high-demand, high-wage jobs were the preferred choices. IWU built on its experience with “bucket design” in the Associate of Science in Public Service and Management program to create two new degree programs: 1) an Associate of Science with a major in Operations Management with specializations in Advanced Manufacturing Process and Logistics Management and 2) a Bachelor of Science in Service and Leadership Management. IWU also launched an undergraduate Human Resources Certificate program, which stacks into its existing Bachelor of Science in Human Resource Management. Finally, it created a non-credit certificate program in Advanced Manufacturing that stacks into the Manufacturing specialization. LSC mapped military learning to two Associate in Applied Science degrees, one in Logistics Management and another in Business Administration.

Both institutions mapped military learning to course and program outcomes by building ownership with faculty. They centered faculty in the mapping process to ensure that military learning was high quality and thus help create accelerated pathways to degrees.

Through these accelerated programs, IWU and LSC were further incentivized to map military-to-civilian learning because of its potential to increase service members’ enrollment at their institutions. These colleges experienced some obstacles in their mapping process, such as translating military learning experiences into civilian learning outcomes and navigating the academic approval processes. To overcome these obstacles, colleges employed and included military-affiliated faculty and staff in the mapping process.

On the next page are the steps taken by IWU and LSC to map military-to-civilian learning and the important considerations for each step.
Project leads and faculty at IWU and LSC emphasized that having faculty subject matter experts was essential to institutional success. These individuals championed the adoption of the mapping process and created ownership among their peers.

Colleges identified military-affiliated faculty and staff to champion the mapping process: Both colleges leveraged faculty and staff who were military-affiliated and who had subject matter expertise in the discipline being mapped. IWU and LSC partnered with military-affiliated faculty, and LSC also hired former military logisticians to serve as an instructional designer and a project coordinator.

Hiring project staff who had military experience in the discipline area helped LSC improve the mapping process. Such staff could offer faculty experts important insights into what military learning could translate to credit. This strategy for project leadership points to the positive and persuasive influence of veterans in mapping military-to-civilian learning.

Institutions identified military competencies to course and program learning outcomes and to determine how much credit to award: Using military occupation and training manuals provided by SOLID and the ACE Military Guide evaluations, college staff first narrowed down military learning that could be applied to college courses and crosswalked these to the college’s course and program learning outcomes. Staff compiled sets of recommendations for credit that could be awarded toward specific courses and prerequisites.

Convening faculty curriculum teams to review crosswalks and validate, decline, and suggest additional alignment to create military-to-civilian pathways helped build faculty ownership at both colleges. Institutional staff indicated that, where applicable, faculty also helped ensure alignment with industry standards and licensure and certification.

Institutions prioritized awarding course-specific credit: IWU took an innovative approach for some programs, awarding credits in a “subject bucket,” in which a set of military competencies counted toward a grouping of credits in a learning area. These credits counted directly toward the degree and were not elective credits.

Convening faculty curriculum teams to review crosswalks and validate, decline, and suggest additional alignment to create military-to-civilian pathways helped build faculty ownership at both colleges. Institutional staff indicated that, where applicable, faculty also helped ensure alignment with industry standards and licensure and certification.

Institutions submitted the programs that map military-to-civilian learning to their academic approval processes: Before a program was finalized, curriculum teams ran the programs that map military-to-civilian learning through the institution-specific processes of academic approval.

Colleges said the academic approval processes was easier to navigate when military-affiliated faculty champion programs; these faculty can credibly address questions about the quality of military learning and how it meets or exceeds academic standards.

Institutions created policies and processes for awarding credits for prior military learning: Colleges created processes to evaluate military transcripts during the student’s application process. The registrar or admissions staff manually initiate the evaluation process on the student’s behalf.

Moving forward, automation is an important objective to ensure that credits are applied systematically for all service members across all programs. Thinking about how to achieve a systematic process at the outset of the process to map military-to-civilian learning is an essential aspect of this work.
Key Strategies

Key strategies that IWU and LSC leveraged included:

- Institutional academic approval processes.
- Prior learning assessment (PLA) policies.

Individual institutions navigate their own policies, state policy (where applicable), and accreditation regulations to provide high-quality programs for service members. One of the major policies IWU and LSC navigated was the academic approval processes, and that created some challenges for the colleges. Before embarking on the mapping process, IWU and LSC recommend that programs know or determine in advance what documentation would be required, per institutional policy, to demonstrate military learning as equivalent to the college’s course credit. Also, the colleges say it’s important to involve faculty who are military-affiliated and who are subject matter experts. Such faculty can facilitate a smoother approval process because they can answer questions about the quality of learning on both sides of the equation and interpret military jargon.

As highlighted in the case of the Kansas Board of Regents (see page 12), accreditation agencies outline requirements for institutional Prior Learning Assessment (PLA) policy. Such requirements typically invest institutions with considerable autonomy to create common definitions, communicate the process to students, and establish the amount of credit awarded for prior learning. To facilitate their successful mapping processes, IWU and LSC relied on their PLA policies covering how to assess prior learning and award credit. Aligning the mapping of military-to-civilian learning with established policies and processes for prior-learning credit helped ensure institutional consistency and transparency. A college’s PLA or credit for prior learning (CPL) policies also address residence requirements – how many credits must be completed at the granting institution – and any cap on the number of transfer credits accepted. PLA policies may also include a description of fees, though charging fees to evaluate military learning presents additional barriers for service members.

We do not want students to repeat what they have already learned. Students come to us with a myriad of collegiate-level learning experiences from their military service and beyond. As much as possible, we transfer these credits to meet actual, program-specific requirements through equivalency and bucket design. While there are times certain credits transfer as electives, it is a last resort, not the first.

- Deanna Bowman, Project Manager at Indiana Wesleyan University
Moving Forward

As IWU and LSC look to continue scaling and systematizing their mapping of military-to-civilian learning, they should expand their efforts to include additional military occupations. These institutions can further their progress toward systematization by automatically awarding credit to applicants who provide their branch, occupational specialty, and rank. Automation requires robust student information systems, as well as training for admissions and registrar staff responsible for awarding credit for military learning.

A key benefit of systemization is that it means service members no longer have to individually demonstrate their military skills and experiences. In addition, although these colleges have taken steps to prioritize programs that lead to high-demand fields, a direct connection to employment is not currently part of the process. By leveraging community and business partnerships, colleges can expand opportunities with local and regional employers to guarantee jobs for service members who complete degree programs. Colleges can also prioritize mapping of military-to-civilian learning to programs that feed into high-demand jobs and industries in regions where employers commit to hiring credential earners.

"PLA is something service members have to know exists and then know to apply for it. We find students are overly humble and don’t recognize that they already have earned college credits because of their experience. And many don’t know PLA exists. Our hope is that we can semi-automate PLA, we can create easier processes, and we hope to help students to anticipate the credit and get it easier."

- Administrator,
Lone Star College
The Utility Workers Union of America’s (UWUA) Power for America Utility Worker Military Assistance Program (UMAP) demonstrates how military learning can be recognized by a civilian training program. UMAP is an important example of how an industry training organization partners with a local community college to provide job-specific training that meets industry standards and needs. Importantly and uniquely, UMAP leverages military skills and experiences to customize training for service members that leads to guaranteed employment. This approach is timely given the recent passage of the federal Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act. That law includes $65 billion to upgrade American’s power infrastructure, including $10 million for career skills training grants;xxv UMAP serves this industry sector and provides career skills training.xxvi

Case 3
A Training Organization Approach to Recognizing Military Learning

Our overall philosophy is that the training leads to a middle-class lifestyle in careers where someone can raise a family, buy a house, send their kids to college, and be able to retire. All of the jobs we train for are aligned with good employers who will take care of their workers. We are looking for people who want to stay with these companies for their career, until retirement and individuals who are willing to commit to them

- Jon Harmon,
Executive Director at UWUA Power for America

UWUA Power for America & UMAP Background

UWUA is a union representing more than 50,000 utility workers across the United States.xxvii It manages the Power for America training trust, and in 2009 established a partnership with 12 employers in the utility industry across 11 states to provide training and apprenticeship programs for current and future workers.xxviii UMAP is one of the Power for America programs that focuses on training service members for jobs in the gas utility industry.xxix

UWUA Power for America began offering the UMAP training program in Chicago in 2012. UMAP is a six-month, cohort-based training program for service members that results in a high-wage job at People’s Gas. Trainees attend classes and applied learning labs from 8 am to 5 pm each day. UMAP is free for service members, and the program includes a paid internship during the last month of the program.
Predating the MCAI grant, and through consensus with leaders at the union, at the community college, and the employer, UMAP accepted service members from all military occupations, and prospective students participated in a competitive application process to be admitted. Each UMAP cohort ranges from 10-25 service members, and as of January 2022 the program has served over 700 service members. According to program leaders, 40% of graduates are Hispanic, 39% are African American, and 16% are women.

A unique aspect of UMAP is a partnership with Kennedy King College in which service members earn credit toward a postsecondary certificate and associate degree. Power for America also partners with community-based organizations to provide student supports such as transportation expenses, funding for equipment, child care, groceries, and housing. These basic needs supports are essential, since service members earn no wages during the program.

The reason why People’s Gas and others wanted UMAP were three big things:
They wanted someone who could show up on time and would work from 8am-5pm reliably, they wanted an individual who wasn’t going to put up any issues wearing safety equipment – their PPE – and they wanted someone who was drug-free. Our veterans do these three things, and they show up early for every shift and stay late.

- Jon Harmon,
Executive Director at UWUA Power for America

Mapping Military-to-Civilian Learning for UMAP through MCAI

During MCAI, the mapping process for the targeted military occupation specialties revealed opportunities for service members to receive waivers for some courses embedded in the UMAP training. With course waivers, program participants could have more time for field experience. This poses a challenge in a cohort-based training model designed to give all students a common experience. Though UWUA indicated it intended to grant course waivers, as of November 2021 UWUA and Kennedy King College had not discussed awarding course waivers and college credit for military skills and experiences. Nor had they explored the potential for accelerating the training program or enhancing it with more field experience.

UWUA began the mapping process by comparing the broad competency areas of service members to those needed for successful employment in the gas industry. In reviewing military skills and experiences, they focused on physical, office and computer, communication and teamwork, safety, and technical skills needed in the gas utility industry. UWUA Power for America brought industry and military trainers together to discuss learning outcome articulation and to increase the level of confidence for aligning learning across military and industry sectors.

One the next page are the steps taken by UWUA Power for America to map military-to-civilian learning and the important considerations for each step.
The industry competencies in the UMAP training program are akin to those in college non-credit and workforce development programs, which are typically outside of credit-bearing academic programs. Creating the “course catalog” for the training program creates a common way to compare competencies between academic programs and training programs. It is a precursor for mapping military-to-civilian learning.

**Important Considerations**

UWUA cited the importance of using the ACE National Guide that has archives of industry training, pointing out that learning is verified by peer trainers who are industry subject matter experts. This signals credibility and legitimacy of the recognized learning.

Details matter for employers. To ensure the quality of mapped and translated competencies, it is important that there is a high level of detail in the aligned competencies. For example, regarding physical competencies, it is important to know exactly how many pounds the service member had to carry so it can be mapped to requirements for extreme weather scenarios in the gas industry.

UWUA said the detail in military training exhibits made it easy for curriculum designers and trainers to understand the quality of learning that service members bring from seemingly disparate fields (e.g., food service, human resources).
Moving Forward

UMAP is an exemplary training program that provides credits, credentials, and employment for service members. To further expand the systematic application of military learning to its training programs, UWUA Power for America should consider the benefits of offering course waivers to service members. Such waivers, offered by colleges based on students’ prior military training, could reduce redundant learning, create more opportunities for field experience, and shorten the training program. Clearly, granting credits and course waivers upon entry would necessitate changes in the program – perhaps multiple cohorts with different program lengths based on credits awarded for prior military learning. This adjustment also has implications for how program resources are distributed among the college and UWUA.

Granting credit for service members’ prior experience and skills allows them to pursue degrees and certificates beyond those that UMAP offers. It also could provide a clearer pathway for service members who want to earn bachelor’s or master’s degrees. Additionally, enrollment in the UMAP program is currently limited by the number of jobs that employer partners will guarantee for completers. Exploring strategies to increase that number – by adding new partnerships or expanding existing ones – could help the UMAP program scale even further.
Lessons for Scale and Systematization

Three key lessons emerged from these cases regarding critical and non-negotiable aspects of mapping military-to-civilian learning – regardless of the type of organization or institution engaging in the work.

First, it is critical to establish faculty ownership in the mapping process by engaging subject matter experts (SMEs) to review military competencies for occupational specialties. This essential early step builds trust and rapport among SMEs that occupy different professional spaces in the military or in civilian postsecondary institutions and training organizations. On the civilian side, faculty ownership of the mapping process creates the evidence base and quality assurance needed to systematize awarding credit for prior learning to service members. Another lesson from MCAI is that many faculty members at colleges and universities are also veterans. These individuals are a critical resource because they can translate military jargon and have credibility with both civilian and military peers. Gaining faculty ownership and leadership in mapping military competencies to civilian courses and programs is an essential building block for systematizing the process and shifting the onus of awarding credit for prior learning from individual service members to the system, institution, or organization.

Second, a supportive policy environment should allow for and incentivize systematic processes over ad hoc practices. At scale, this policy environment would be set at the system-level so all institutions in a state would operationalize the awarding of credit for military learning using common processes, such as the Military Articulation Portal in Kansas. A governing or coordinating body can build ownership for mapping military competencies to civilian programs among state policymakers and among the state’s community colleges and universities. System offices can leverage their infrastructure and capacity to support the work – using designated staff, convening subject matter experts, and developing systemwide tools that standardize the number of credits awarded by occupational specialty. System offices can also bring financial resources to the table and can influence and coordinate state policy to maximize the awarding of credit for service members’ prior learning.

Third, executive-level leadership and support is needed to create expectations for scale and systematization, and to ensure accountability for its implementation. Executive leadership is especially important at the institutional level because colleges and universities are where system-level policies and accreditation rules are ultimately interpreted. It is only through campus-level leadership that the practice of recognizing military experience and awarding civilian credit ultimately becomes systematized and scaled. Without it, the process remains ad hoc and individualized. For the UMAP training program, leaders at the union, community college, and employer agreed that service members in seemingly disparate military occupations (including food service, personnel and administration, and warehousing/logistics) had the skills and competencies necessary to complete college-level coursework and finish rigorous customized training for employment in the gas industry.
Recommendations

The cases, lessons, and recommendations outlined in this Scaling Guide can help postsecondary institutions and training organizations recognize the military skills and experiences service members bring with them and award them the credit they deserve.

To scale and systematize the mapping of military-to-civilian learning, it is important to

- Establish and execute this work as a system-level, state priority.
- Prioritize mapping of programs that lead to high-demand jobs and from occupational areas with majorities of low-income and minoritized service members.
- Build towards systematization through automated processes.

The primary goal of this work to scale and systematize the mapping of military-to-civilian learning should be to shift from requiring service members to individually demonstrate their learning to automatically awarding credits or waivers for high-quality military experiences.

On the next page are three recommendations for state postsecondary systems, institutions of higher education, and training organizations towards accomplishing this goal.
Organizations should invest in developing the necessary infrastructure for systematically awarding credit for prior military learning. Creating an online, digital resource that automates awarding credit for military learning shifts the onus from the student and alleviates the burden on institutions or training organizations. Technology solutions such as Kansas’ Military Articulation Portal and SOLID’s proof-of-concept tool, LCAT, make it easier to award credit and allow organizations and institutions to recognize credit that has already been validated by faculty subject matter experts. This infrastructure helps increase the scaling of mapped programs. If the military mapping process begins with the goal and vision for this infrastructure, systematization can occur more seamlessly, and service members will benefit by having clear knowledge of what credit they will receive.

Organizations should clarify policy requirements and remove policy barriers at the state and local levels. Organizations will encounter accreditation, PLA, academic approval, and industry policies as they seek to map military-to-civilian learning. Understanding these policies in advance can help those engaged in mapping to better understand the policy and regulatory environment they must navigate. Examining these policies in advance also offers opportunities to remove policy barriers that create inequities, such as caps on credit for prior learning and military transcript evaluation fees. One way for systems to facilitate the mapping of military-to-civilian learning is to create statewide policies that affect all programs in an institution or organization and that includes processes that are systematized. Clarifying and removing policy barriers will help organizations award more credit for military learning so that service members need not justify or advocate for the credit they deserve.

Organizations should leverage military and faculty subject matter experts strategically by leveraging resources that detail military learning to expedite the mapping process. It is critical for subject matter experts, especially military-affiliated staff and faculty hired by the organization, to be engaged in validating military-to-civilian learning as they provide legitimacy and credibility to the process. Leveraging resources such as military occupation and training manuals and training syllabi, ACE National and Military Guides, and competency and task statements can help organizations more efficiently align military and civilian learning. A challenge for this effort is that many of these resources are not publicly available. For the MCAI project, they were curated by and provided to grantees by SOLID. It is essential that postsecondary institutions and training organizations can access these materials to scale and systematize mapping of military-to-civilian learning. When military and faculty subject matter experts are engaged to validate military-to-civilian learning in a collaborative and efficient process, more credits can be awarded to service members.
Resources Used by Grantees for Mapping

- **Military Competencies and Tasks (Skills & Abilities) Statements developed by SOLID LLC**
  For more information, contact SOLID https://solidinfodesign.com/contact/
- **Military Occupation and Training Manuals and Training Syllabi, curated by SOLID LLC and through grantee contacts with military training schools**
  For more information, contact SOLID https://solidinfodesign.com/contact/
- **The ACE Military Guide (for higher education grantees)**
  https://www.acenet.edu/Programs-Services/Pages/Credit-Transcripts/Military-Guide-Online.aspx
- **The ACE National Guide (for industry training partners)**
  https://www.acenet.edu/National-Guide/Pages/default.aspx

Additional Reading

- **Best Practices for Recognition of Military Training and Experience for Occupational Credentials**
- **Informing Improved Recognition of Military Learning**
  https://www.air.org/project/informing-improved-recognition-military-learning
- **National Veteran Education Success Tracker: A Report on the Academic Success of Student Veterans Using the Post-9/11 GI Bill**
  https://www.wiche.edu/key-initiatives/recognition-of-learning/synthesis-brief/
  https://www.wiche.edu/key-initiatives/recognition-of-learning/synthesis-brief/
- **The Future of Credentialing of Servicemembers and Veterans: Leveraging Partners, Policies, and Resources**
- **The State of Credentialing of Service Members and Veterans: Challenges, Successes, and Opportunities**
  https://www.legion.org/sites/legion.org/files/legion/publications/25VEE0517%20The%20State%20of%20Credentialing_0.pdf
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23 The Airforce, Army, and Navy all have major bases in Texas for a total of 15. The bases closest to the Houston area are: Ft. Hood Army base Killeen, TX; Randolph Air Force Base, Lackland Air Force Base, and Ft. Sam Housing Army Base near San Antonio; Naval Air Stations Kingsville and Corpus Christi near Corpus Christi. Texas is also well known for large Army base Ft. Bliss on the west side of the state.
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28 Power for America. https://power4america.org/discover/

29 UMAP. https://uwua.net/umap/
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## Scalability Considerations for Resources Used by MCAI Grantees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Considerations Regarding Scalability</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Source/Site Owner</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Publicly Available</th>
<th>SOLID Extraction/Analysis Required</th>
<th>SOLID Analysis Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Manual</td>
<td>Narrative description of military job duties</td>
<td>• Publicly available but institutions may not be aware of how to find</td>
<td>Navy Enlisted Occupational Classification Standards (NEOCS) Manual Volume 1</td>
<td>Navy Personnel Command</td>
<td><a href="https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/References/NEOCS-Manual/NEOCS-Vol-I/">https://www.mynavyhr.navy.mil/References/NEOCS-Manual/NEOCS-Vol-I/</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>SOLID’s expertise was required to extract and manipulate data from each source on the list in order to prepare files for analysis by the grantees. This included activities such as extracting data from pdfs, combining multiple sources for a Service/MOC, mapping civilian work activities to tasks, and developing a methodology for competency statement generation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Army Military Occupational Classification &amp; Structure (Pamphlet 611–21)</td>
<td>Department of the Army, Army Publishing Directorate</td>
<td><a href="https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/PAM.aspx">https://armypubs.army.mil/ProductMaps/PubForm/PAM.aspx</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Task File</td>
<td>Database of occupational tasks</td>
<td>Database no longer available</td>
<td>UniFORM Database</td>
<td>Department of Defense, Office of People Analytics (OPA)</td>
<td>Application no longer available</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupational Competencies</td>
<td>Derived for MCAI from tasks, skills, and abilities to test value in providing credit for prior learning (CPL)</td>
<td>Not available outside of MCAI</td>
<td>U.S. Navy Commonality Decision Support Tool (CDST)</td>
<td>Navy Manpower and Analysis Center (NVMAC)</td>
<td><a href="https://www.w.cool.osd.mil/navycst/index.html/#/">https://www.w.cool.osd.mil/navycst/index.html/#/</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>UniFORM Database</td>
<td>Department of Defense, Office of People Analytics (OPA)</td>
<td>Application no longer available</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Occupational Information Network (O*NET)</td>
<td>Department of Labor</td>
<td><a href="https://www.onetonline.org/">https://www.onetonline.org/</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Solutions for Information Design, LLC (SOLID)
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### Scalability Considerations for Resources Used by MCAI Grantees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Considerations Regarding Scalability</th>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Source/Site Owner</th>
<th>URL</th>
<th>Publicly Available</th>
<th>SOLID Extraction/Analysis Required</th>
<th>SOLID Analysis Performed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Training Materials</td>
<td>Course learning objectives and other course details</td>
<td>• Not readily available – must be provided by individual Services upon request. Army has made some materials available more publicly.</td>
<td>Upon Service Request</td>
<td>Military Departments</td>
<td>Request service Army - <a href="https://armyuniversity.edu/registrar/coursecatalog.aspx">https://armyuniversity.edu/registrar/coursecatalog.aspx</a></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Council on Education (ACE) Evaluation Outcomes</td>
<td>ACE Military Guide provides college credit recommendations for military training and experience</td>
<td>• ACE Military Guide is publicly accessible. • Not all military training courses or occupational experiences have been evaluated by ACE.</td>
<td>American Council on Education</td>
<td>American Council on Education</td>
<td><a href="https://www.acenet.edu/Programs-Services/Pages/Credit-Transcripts/Military-Guide-Online.aspx">https://www.acenet.edu/Programs-Services/Pages/Credit-Transcripts/Military-Guide-Online.aspx</a></td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Subject Matter Experts</td>
<td>Consulted on military training and experience related to MCAI occupations</td>
<td>Not readily accessible – MCAI grantees leveraged existing contacts during grant.</td>
<td>Upon Service Request</td>
<td>Military Departments</td>
<td>Request service</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Solutions for Information Design, LLC (SOLID)
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Evaluation Design and Approach

The learning evaluation, conducted by DVP-PRAXIS LTD and funded by Ascendium Education Group, engaged with, and provided formative feedback to four pilot sites, including three higher education organizations and one industry training organization. Based on engagement with grantees and a review of existing literature, this Scaling Guide captures best practices in mapping military-to-civilian learning to inform the workforce and education fields on how to enact scaled and systematic processes.

To understand grantee progress toward scaling and systematizing mapping military-to-civilian learning, DVP-PRAXIS developed an evaluation framework to understand how grantees (1) Articulated and Expanded Military-to-Civilian Pathways, where organizations enhanced their prior mapping processes to include additional military occupational areas and mapped these occupational areas to additional programs across their organization; and how grantees (2) Systematized Competency Mapping, where organizations worked to move from a military occupation-centric design to a competency-based design, allowing the systematic awarding of civilian equivalencies by competency rather than by occupational area, and by moving toward automated awarding of credits for service members based on military learning. This evaluation framework informed data collection around grantees’ work – who are leaders in this space – and allowed the evaluation team to identify examples of effective practices as well as common challenges organizations encounter as they map military-to-civilian learning.

Qualitative data collection and analysis occurred between August 2020 and December 2021. The evaluation team conducted virtual interviews with grantees at three times: in October 2020 to gather background information on grantees’ prior military-to-civilian work; from December-March 2021 to understand early implementation progress; and in November-December 2021 to learn about the military-to-civilian programs grantees mapped through MCAI. An in-person site visit was also conducted with the training organization in November 2021. Interviews were designed to capture diverse perspectives across the grantee organizations and were limited to those who worked in a “hands-on” way with the MCAI project. For the background interviews, the evaluation team spoke to project managers for each of the grantees (n=13). For the second (n=16) and third (n=18) rounds of interviews, the evaluation team interviewed key project managers, faculty/trainer subject matter experts, and staff who were closely involved in the mapping process. During the site visit, students (n=2) and representatives from partner organizations (n=2) were interviewed in addition to program staff (n=6).

The evaluation team also collected data through two surveys. The first survey captured information on the programs that had been created, the characteristics of these programs (e.g., credential level, credits awarded, stackability), and the resources used to map the program. This survey had a 100% response rate from the training organization (n=1), the individual institutions of higher education (n=2), and the institutions participating with the state system (n=7). The second survey captured information on grantees’ common experiences in the mapping process as well as the factors that facilitated and inhibited that process. This survey had 15 responses, including at least one respondent from all grantees.
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